Coordinator Catch-ups:
Local responses to Covid-19
10:00 - 11:30 every Wednesday

Agenda
• Welcome and programme updates
• Building it back better: Changing narratives and opportunities for food resilience during and post-outbreak: Anna Cura, Food Ethics Council
• Local partnership in action: Pearl Costello, Food Cardiff
• Case study of Our Kitchen on the Isle of Thanet, from Sharon Goodyer
• AOBs
Fruit and veg bag
£2 delivered

Plus recipes, conversation and laughter
80 bags X £2 = £160 income

Delivery  80 X 0.50p = £40  Bags 80X 0.11p= £8.80p  volunteers travel expenses and lunch= £20

This leaves enough to have 30 green trays delivered

So each bag contains more than 1/3 of a green tray
Relationships are key
New experiences
Working across society
Working together
Thanks!

Please join us again next Wednesday – same time and place.

Let us know what you'd like to hear more about or share the work you're doing.

Email maddie@sustainweb.org or sofia@sustainweb.org